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Professional Skepticism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The auditing concepts, principles, and statements provide authoritative guidance on how do we detect fraud.But how do we really detect fraud? Because a fraudulent act will not reveal itself.
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“The auditor plans and performs an audit with an attitude of professional skepticism 
recognizing that circumstances may exist that cause the financial statements to be 
materially misstated.” 

“Professional skepticism is an attitude that includes a questioning mind and 
a critical assessment of audit evidence”  

Professional Skepticism 
Maintaining a level of Professional Skepticism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAS 99 reminds auditors of the importance of professional skepticism. For discovery of fraud to work, auditors must maintain a skeptical mindset and follow through any indicators of fraud. Auditor should not  be satisfied with less than persuasive evidence in the belief that he is surrounded by honest peopleSAS 99 reminds auditors of the importance of professional skepticism. For discovery of fraud to work, auditors must maintain a skeptical mindset and follow through any indicators of fraud. Auditor should not be satisfied with less than persuasive evidence in the belief that he is surrounded by honest people.Professional skepticism applies to all phases of audit: from planning to reporting.“A word is worth a thousand gold.”-- When reading, don’t let a single word escape your attention; one word may be worth a thousand pieces of gold. This proverb stressed the fact that study requires undivided attention. No single word should be passed over before we fully understand it. Only in this way can study be rewarded.“Measure thrice, cut once.”-- One should always act only after due consideration. A hasty action may involve an improper consideration of important aspects.“When a mute person eats dumplings, he knows how many he has eaten, even though he cannot speak”.--We use this saying to point someone knowing the situation quite well, yet saying nothing.***Highlight President Xi Jinping’s corruption crackdown.	
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“In God we trust, the rest we verify” 

“…attitude that includes a questioning mind 
and a critical assessment of evidence” 

Professional Skepticism 
Maintaining a level of Professional Skepticism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professional Skepticism is an attitude that includes a questioning mind recognizing that circumstances may exist causing the information to be misrepresented, thus a critical assessment of evidence is required-- Let me use your group names to summarize what professional skepticism is all about.-- Unless we’re dealing with God, we should not trust anyone. Trust shall be earned.Factors affecting the level of professional skepticismThe amount of work experienceEthical levelsEvidenceDetection of contradictions and errors and the associated generation of alternative explanations and search for additional informationExamination of substantive testingCoping with director’s pressureUndertaking a forensic accounting courseSatisfaction with the clientMood
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Assumes Fraud – Proves it is not, but build on I/C 
or Audit approach on that assumption 

Missing Documents – Assumes that the 
documents were removed from the files to hide 
something 

Invoice that lacks support – Question why it was 
not returned to the vendor 

Does not assume accuracy – Verifies supporting 
documents and control totals against other 
sources 

Listen to the answers – Verifies the answers with 
other sources 

Professional Skepticism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we exercise professional skepticism?Professional skepticism is not deliberate paranoia.Professional skepticism versus paranoia.Professional skepticism requires a balance between trust and suspicion. Deutsch (1958) has suggested that dysfunctional behavior will occur if there is extreme trust and/or extreme suspicion. Balance between audit effectiveness(over-trust) and audit efficiency (over-suspicion). (case by case)An appropriate level of skepticism is important for auditors during all stages of the audit including the risk assessment.


